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Abstract—Web-based standards and technology, such as HTTP, JavaScript, and WebSockets, can bring many benefits to designing and engineering systems for in-vehicle infotainment (IVI). In this paper, we present the technical details of a software application for in-vehicle interactions that features WebSockets-based communications between the driver’s smartwatch and a tablet installed in the car that runs a web-based interface and demonstrates features representative of those found in IVI systems. Our implementation is based on a Node.js server application that processes incoming data from the smartwatch, e.g., a list of preferred songs or the driver’s heart rate, and delivers that data to the in-vehicle infotainment system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is developing more and more because it enables the connection and communication between smart objects. With the development of web technologies applied for the automotive industry, device communications also extend to in-vehicle environments (IoV) [1]. In-vehicle environments are developing a lot to include many systems such as navigation, sensors, and features that demand increasingly more attention from drivers.

Smartwatches are used increasingly more by users because of the features they offer. Many people prefer wearing those thanks to health tracking (count heart rate, pulse rate, calories, steps, sleep), accessing messages, receiving calls, seeing social media notifications, and so on. The smartwatches are described as “someone who knows more about what you need than you do”, devices which “don’t just tell the time” or “there is nothing better than a smartwatch to keep you connected” [2], the reason why the smartwatch industry continue to grow.

Android Auto [3] and Car Play [4] are both connecting the smartphone to the car display making the driving safer reducing the distraction. Our implementation allows a connection with the user’s smartwatch that is connected with the smartphone. The advantage is that it is displayed, besides phone data, the smartwatch data provided by the sensors, such as heart rate, steps number, hand kinematics, and data stored on the memory.

Some health problems could occur during driving, which may be unnoticeable by drivers but can affect safety. Due to the information received from the smartwatch, the driver will know all the time his health status, and in case of a negative result, it can prevent an accident.

In this paper, we describe an implementation of a smartwatch-based user interface that employs WebSockets to enable interactions between the smartwatch and an in-vehicle system. Our application consists of a Node.js server that receives data from the smartwatch and delivers it to the in-vehicle infotainment system modeled with a tablet device running a web-based user interface. To ensure safety during driving, we aim to connect the smartwatch with the in-vehicle user interface and all the desired information to be displayed and easy to read. The purpose of our system is to reduce driver’s distraction, with a friendly user interface that reduces the need to check the smartwatch on the wrist and makes the driver keep their hands on the wheel and eyes on the road.

II. RELATED WORK

The popularity of web-based systems is making a lot of progress, taking into account that users own more and more smart-devices. There is plenty of applications that combine the safety and entertainment of drivers, such as Apple Map’s, Car Play, and Google Android Auto which allows the connection of user devices with the vehicle [5]. Continental’s AutoLinQ System [6] is an Android-based application that offers connection with Android devices, designed to increase the drivers’ user experience with their personal mobile devices while inside the vehicle.

Isenberg et. al. [7] developed an application that provides vehicle data to the user using a WebSocket connection which can be executed on multiple devices. Another paper describes an in-vehicle system able to integrate other devices and services such as navigation, vehicle sensors, advanced driver assistance systems, cameras, and so on. The menu of the system was implemented using web technologies and was provided through a web server (see [8]).

IoT is changing by integrating continuously the smartness into everyday life, squeezing more and more in-vehicle environments [9]. IoV will become indispensable for safe driving, traffic control, crash response, convenience services, and infotainment. Even though there are plenty of advantages, exists some challenges that slow down the spread such as storage of big data, security and privacy, the malfunction of cars, sensors and network hardware, mobility, and standardization [1].
III. DESIGN ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Imagine a driver that gets in his car and, before departing, connects his smartwatch to the in-vehicle user interface. With a single touch, the in-vehicle navigation system displays information about the user. All this information is updated constantly displaying real-time data received from smartwatch sensors or smartwatch memory without taking the hands off the wheel while driving.

The software architecture implies a server application, a smartwatch client, and eventually other devices for the in-vehicle environment (such as smartphone, tablet, and navigation) that can have any display resolution assuming that users have many devices with different sizes of screens.

The software architecture to access data for the in-vehicle environment is depicted in Fig. 1. The architecture approached allows providing data to a vehicle from a smartwatch through Web Applications. We approached WebSocket based on advantages offered, especially because after a connection is established, the server and the client can send messages to each other any time, making the perfect candidate for real-time applications [10]. The properties of our software application are as follows:

- **Web-based**: We approached this technology which allows to the users to interact with a server through a web browser interface and exchange data using JSON data format.
- **Open source**: We used open source technologies for public access and free usage.
- **JavaScript orientation**: We used this programming language because it is used everywhere on the web, has numerous resources, and allows the use of Node.js servers.

A. Smartwatch Interface

As Fig. 2 shows, the interface for the smartwatch exposes features for users. The data can be send data automatically/implicitly that is fully synchronized (all functions of the actual prototype), or manually/explicitly that is partially synchronized (the desired functions of the actual prototype). For demonstration only, we choose to send information such as personal data (username, age, last connection data, heart rate value, hand kinematics value, and, steps number), music, and user task list. The user can add or remove tasks from the list from the smartwatch. The user can stop the exchange of data by choosing the stop option, so the WebSocket connection is closed. The data such as user information, task list, and music are stored in the smartwatch memory, and heart rate, steps number, hand kinematics are obtained from smartwatch sensors. As long as the smartwatch is connected to the system, all the data is sent at every half second to update the displayed information on the user interface, whether is implicit or explicit option.

Regarding the implementation of a smartwatch user interface, Tizen Studio IDE demands permissions or features within an application to give users rights. To protect the device system and user data, Tizen provides features and privileges for safe operations. To develop an application, firstly Tizen IDE checks if the privilege declared is allowed. The information from sensors of devices is acquired with the help of functions from features of Sensor API.

![Fig. 1. System architecture based on Websockets communications.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Smartwatch user interface showing various options regarding data exchange between the personal device and the in-vehicle system.](image2)

B. User Interface

The in-vehicle user interface is simple and easy to use. Once data is received, the information is synchronized in real-time on the tablet or navigation. In this way, the drivers have the opportunity to have real-time health information, as well as the music and the task list without having to touch or check the smartwatch while driving.
IV. TECHNICAL PROTOTYPE

To implement our prototype, we used Tizen Studio 3.6 and NetBeans 8.2 IDE open-source software platforms. We designed and implemented an application for a wearable device, the Samsung Gear Fit2, using the Tizen environment approaching the native Web languages such as HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. According to [11], “A wearable Web application is basically a Web site stored on a wearable device”. Also, we designed the web interface for in-car devices or personal devices of users except smartwatch using NetBeans that is an integrated development environment (IDE) using languages such as HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS. This choice of technology represents a simple instantiation of the Euphoria software architecture [12] that enables the design of in-vehicle software applications by adopting the perspective of a smart, connected car as a smart environment [13].

Starting with the fact that the WebSocket constructor initiates a connection with the server, the client can use the send method to push data to it. At the same time, the client can receive data from the server using an onmessage handler. The goal is to provide at the same time all the smartwatch stored data and sensors values to the display through a JSON message, while there is an opened connection between smartwatch, server, and user interface. The client sends the information in JSON data format, taking into account that into different data types. In Fig. 3 is an example of a JSON message for implicit option. The JSON object has 2 important methods: parse and stringify. JSON.parse() takes a JSON string and transform it into a JavaScript object, while JSON.stringify() do the opposite [14].

The WebSocket server was implemented in JavaScript with Node.js. To create the communication between server and client, we also need a library for a real-time web application such as Socket.IO. According to [15], “it has two parts: a client-side library that runs in the browser and a server-side library for Node.js”. Firstly, we create a WebSocket Server instance on port 4201, which is the number for the server to listen on.

```javascript
var data = { "userinfo": [{ "username":[], "age":[] }, "last_connection":[] }, "heart_rate": [], "macc":[], "steps":[], "music": [], "taks":[] };
var hrvalue = []; // JavaScript object declaration
tizen.humanactivitymonitor.start('HRM', onHRValue);
function onHRValue(hrmInfo) {
    hrvalue = hrmInfo.heartRate;
    if (hrvalue > 55 && hrvalue < 120) heart_rate.push(hrvalue);
    else heart_rate.push("NAN");
}

Fig. 4. Code showing heart rate data acquisition from the smartwatch.

Other information, such as heart rate, number of steps, hand kinematics provided by smartwatch sensors and, music and tasks list are obtained using the same principle as in Fig. 4 to Fig. 6. The data is displayed on the HTML document using the innerHTML DOM property. When the browser loads the web page, the client sends a WebSockets handshake.

```javascript
document.getElementById("personal_data").onclick = function(event) {
    event.preventDefault();
data.userinfo.username.push(username);
data.userinfo.age.push("32");
data.userinfo.last_connection.push(getdata());
wsconnection.send(JSON.stringify(data));
}
```

Fig. 5. JavaScript code implementing information sent to the server.

Once the server receives the message it sends to the user interface. For this, we create a JavaScript object to collect the information generated by smartwatch. We used the push() method to add items at the end of the JavaScript object (see Fig. 4 and 5). For example, in Fig. 4 it is presented the implementation code of the heart rate values acquisition generated by the smartwatch sensor. In Fig. 5, it is presented the implementation code of the personal data acquisition by driver to the JavaScript object, such as the name and age of the user, and the date of the last connection. On a click event, the collected data is converted into a JSON object and is sent to the server. The server receives from the smartwatch the JSON data converted from a JavaScript object into a JSON object. The server provides the message which contains the received data to another client, in our case, a tablet (Samsung Tab A). The messages received from a server are always a string so the purpose is to convert the JSON object into a JavaScript object, using JSON.parse() method (see Fig. 6).

```javascript
var data = { "userinfo": [{ "username":[], "age":[] }, "last_connection":[] }, "heart_rate": [], "macc":[], "steps":[], "music": [], "taks":[] };

Fig. 3. Example of a JSON message used in our application.

Once the connection is established, the server listens for a request from clients. Secondly, we implement the client-side JavaScript which establishes a connection to the WebSocket server. The server ran on an ASUS laptop with 16 RAM. We used four event handlers from WebSocket class such as onopen (will print a message for a successful connection), onclose (will close the connection with the server), onerror (WebSocket errors) and onmessage (data received) [16]. The most important event is onmessage because is called every time a message is received from the server (see Fig. 6). Regarding our application, there is an open connection and the driver can send the data from his smartwatch to the server. The JSON message collects the smartwatch sensors values and stored data, and at every half second, it sends to the server.
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Once the clients are connected to the server, the exchange of messages can take place at any time. WebSocket protocol provides a way to change data between clients and server with a single opened connection [17]. Communications between devices were implemented using WebSocket technology. The WebSocket protocol provides a full-duplex connection and takes place in two steps [18]. To establish the connection, the client sends a WebSocket handshake request and the server responds [10]. The web server was implemented using Node.js [19], a platform based on JavaScript for server-side and networking applications. To exchange data between browser and server, we used JSON since it is compact, easy to parse and load in JavaScript, can be generated quickly, and is a universal data structure available in all modern browsers [20].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we developed a smartwatch user interface approaching WebSocket communications using JSON objects to transmit messages for the in-vehicle environment. The application focuses on drivers by offering the possibility to obtain information while driving without the need to check the smartwatch. The data is displayed on the navigation or a tablet that has an internet connection from the in-vehicle environment. The advantages of our application imply an easy implementation, portability of Web applications which makes it suitable for any device and the data exchange in real-time.

Future work will focus on extending our application focusing by means of distributed user interfaces and by considering the findings of surveys of gesture and voice input [21]. Another objective is to implement other in-car functions, such as making and taking phone calls, sending and receiving messages, setting alarms, calendar events, processing notifications as well as to include other sensors and input devices for in-vehicle interaction [22].
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